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A few simple tools are required:
 - Measuring tape
 - Power drill, drill bits
 - 1⁄4” Hex head and/or Phillips driver bit
 - Pencil
 
  

  GETTING STARTED

1 1⁄4”  
Hex Head 

Bracket Screw

Outside Mount 
Bracket for 3” 

returns

Corner 
Brace

Additional fasteners other than 
those sent with your shading may be 
required depending on the mounting 
surface. Wallboard and plaster require 
the use of anchors such as expansion 
or toggle bolts. Brick, tile or stone 
need special plugs and drill bits. 
Remember to always pre-drill holes in 
wood to avoid splitting.

Inside Mount 
Bracket

Outside Mount 
Bracket for 4”,5” 

or 6” Returns

  STEP 1: VALANCE ASSEMBLY

PN: 2ROMVALCUT PN: 20201012PN: 2ROMVAL PN: 2CORNERPN: 2ROMVALCUTEXT

KEYSTONE (IF VALANCE IS MORE THAN ONE PIECE)

Lay valance pieces out on a flat surface end to end as shown.

Insert valance connector into the lower plastic extrusion pieces.

Valance 
Connector

hook & loop

Valance Connector (for 
multi piece valances only)

PN: CS1953

Slide the fabric keystone under the valance with the widest part 
at the top.

Fold the top fabric flap down onto the hook & loop and press to 
adhere.

Pull gently on the bottom of the keystone to remove any 
puckers or wrinkles.  Fold fabric flap over and press to adhere.
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  STEP 2: DETERMINE BRACKET PLACEMENT

If your valance requires the 2 piece bracket, bolt the pieces 
together at the correct position for your return size (images at 
right).

Slide the installation brackets onto the valance as shown.

Hold the valance at the desired location and mark the bracket 
height for an outside mount or depth for an inside mount.

Remove the brackets from the valance.

4”
5”

6”

1 3/16” 2  3/16”
3/16”

RETURNS

Fold returns and insert the corner brace into the white plastic 
extrusion to secure.
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Center the valance and press it onto the valance brackets.

Press firmly to secure it in place.

  STEP 4: VALANCE INSTALLATION

Install your brackets either inside, outside or nested with your 
shade brackets.

It is often possible to nest the valance bracket with your 
window treatment bracket.  Check to make sure that the holes 
will align before installing in this manner.

Inside Mount

  STEP 3: BRACKET INSTALLATION

Outside Mount

Nested Brackets


